, and additional mechanisms coordinate initiation at the many replicons (regions replicated from a single origin) in space and time.
A temporal order to genome replication balances replication with limiting cellular resources such as initiation factors and nucleotide pools (Aparicio, 2013; Rhind and Gilbert, 2013) . Chromatin features regulate replication timing by controlling the access of initiation factors to replication origins. In fact, replication timing is one of the few cellular functions that are clearly regulated at the level of large-scale/long-range chromatin folding. In mammals, this temporal order is regulated during development and is linked to transcriptional regulation (Nordman and Orr-Weaver, 2012; Rhind and Gilbert, 2013) .
Replication foci in budding and fission yeast are nuclear sites of active replication that can be visualized by fluorescently tagged replication fork proteins or nucleotide analogs (Kitamura et al., 2006; Meister et al., 2007) . Foci (yellow) in the displayed image (originally published in Trends Cell Biol., December 2001) exhibit a pattern that is typical of early S in budding yeast. Chromatin is counterstained (red). These foci are mobile and frequently fuse with other foci or split to form new foci, making precise measurements of their characteristics difficult. The ratio of replication foci to active replication forks indicates that several closely spaced replicons are active simultaneously within each focus, although the organization can only be modeled imprecisely at this point.
Replication foci in mammals are more numerous than in yeast and, relative to the size of the nucleus, less mobile (Maya-Mendoza et al., 2010; Rhind and Gilbert, 2013 ). An average focus replicates ~1 Mb of DNA in 45-60 min. In the displayed image (originally published in Genome Res., June 2010), cells were dual labeled in successive pulses to visualize both early (green) and late (red) foci simultaneously, highlighting the spatial compartmentalization of chromatin replicated at different times during S phase. Foci labeled in one cell cycle are stable in appearance for many cycles, indicating that they are structural units and most likely the cytological equivalents of replication domains measured by molecular genomics methods. Like foci, replication domains are chromosomal units that are replicated coordinately by synchronously firing clusters of replicons, which also approach megabase size in mammals. At least half of replication domains are regulated to replicate at different times in different tissues (Nordman and Orr-Weaver, 2012; Rhind and Gilbert, 2013) . Replicons associated with the nuclear interior are replicated early in S phase, whereas those adjacent to the lamina replicate later. Domains that switch replication timing during differentiation move between subnuclear compartments, as indicated both by physical position and by changes in interdomain chromatin interactions (Takebayashi et al., 2012) . Replication domain boundaries may insulate chromatin types from each other, facilitating the differential replication timing of adjacent chromatin domains.
In yeast, the extent to which clusters of origins form replication domains is controversial. At least four large (~250 kb) regions in budding yeast have distinctly late timing (McCune et al., 2008) . In addition, each chromosome could be considered to contain several domains-the centromere, each arm, and the telomeres-possibly with a few additional subdomains. The range in number of potential origins reflects differences in budding (~500) and fission yeast (~1,000), wherein origin efficiencies are generally higher in budding yeast, probably resulting in similar replicon numbers.
Exiting mitosis, the chromatin of mammalian cells is highly mobile and lacks determinants for replication timing. Within 1-2 hr, cells reach the timing decision point (TDP), when replication domains/foci anchor in their respective subnuclear positions for the remainder of interphase and simultaneously acquire the ability to dictate a replication-timing program (Rhind and Gilbert, 2013) . Establishing this timing program occurs upstream of specifying which sites will be used for initiation (origin decision point) and the activation of S phase Cdk activity (restriction point). The replication-timing program is executed during S phase through the firing of several sequential groups of internally localized foci (green), followed by replication at the nuclear and nucleolar periphery (red) and, finally, a few sites of internally localized heterochromatin (not shown). Chromatin in G2 phase lacks determinants for replication timing, suggesting that such determinants are lost during replication.
Coincident with the TDP (between mitosis and start in yeast), Fkh1/2 and Rif1/Taz1/Yku70/Rpd3 organize early and late-replicating chromatin, respectively. Fkh1/2 bind consensus DNA elements near early replicating origins and through interaction with the origin recognition complex (ORC) and/or through Fkh1/2 dimerization bring the origins into proximity (Aparicio, 2013). Fkh1/2 stimulates Cdc45 recruitment and loading onto prereplication complexes (pre-RCs) at early origins during G1 phase, facilitating early initiation. Rif1/Taz1/Yku70 position and tether telomeres and some internal sequences to the nuclear periphery, whereas Rpd3 modifies chromatin, isolating late-replicating chromatin from Cdc45 (and other initiation factors). The incorporation of the limited pool of Cdc45 (and other factors) into early replisomes delays firing of Rif1/Taz1/Yku70/Rpd3-repressed origins until termination of early replicons recycles Cdc45.
